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Introduction
Taxonomy is based on anatomical, cytological or morphological observations. Modern taxonomy benefits become from the experience of many
fields of biology, such as genetics, cytology, ecology, biogeography and molecular biology. 
In the molecular laboratory of the National Center for Plant Genetic Resources in Radzików, two methods are used to allow taxonomic
identification of Avena type. The first method barcoding DNA which uses specific molecular markers, that allows rapid identification of the 
species based on the DNA sequence. This method is based on sequencing specific DNA fragments of about 400-800 bp in length. By default, 
three plastid regions (rbcL, matK and trnH-psbA) and one nuclear DNA region (ITS) are used to identify plant species. Another method used in 
population studies and phylogenetic analyzes is the method of "genome reduction" (RadSeq, called Restriction - site associated DNA) which is 
used for sequencing studies from 0.1 to 10% of genomic DNA. It is based on next generation sequencing using the MiSeq Illumina sequencer. 
The  method uses a random selection of 400-600 bp fragments from genomic DNA, sequencing and compares them with reference genomes
and among themselves.
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Material and method
 In 2017, a total of 76 Avena objects from the Polish Genebank long-term storage and 34

Avena objects imported from foreign gene banks as reference material were used in the
research.

 Sequencing reactions were performed in the following stages:
1) Preparation of the DNA library - according to the protocol with the protocol of the
ddRADSeq method (Fig.1.)
2) Preparation of sequencing
3) Sequencing
4) Receiving results in the FastQ format
5) Bioinformatic processing of sequencing results
 Used bioinformatics programs: Multiple alignment analysis using the Geneious 11.03

program (Multiple alignment tool, Pairwise Alignment); Quality analysis of sequencing
using the MultiQC program (Mean Quality Scores tool); Phylogenetic analyzes carried
out using the RAxML program

Alloploids:
 A_barbata_AVE850
 A_barbata_AVE586
 A_barbata_52213
 A_damascena_51846
 A_hirtula_52150
 A_damascena_52345
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The poster will present the latest results in barley landraces’ collection mining achieved as part of the work supported by programme: “Characterization and molecular testing of chosen genetic resources of crop plants and 
accompanying weed species.” funded by Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development Poland Project No.3-1-02-0-08
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Results
 Both methods allowed correct characterization of

6 objects which were incorrectly classified on the
basis of phenotypic observation. For 4 objects their
correct species classification was found (Fig.2.)

 The bioinformatic algorithms used allowed the
determination of alloploids. Alloplaoids are organisms
that contain more than two non-homological diploid
chromosome assemblies in the somatic cell nucleus. A
group of alloplices was isolated among the examined
objects. The explanation of the origin of these objects
requires more detailed molecular research (Fig.3.)
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